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Meant for students and practicing engineers, this book provides a clear,
comprehensive and up-to-date introduction to Digital Image Processing in a
pragmatic style. An illustrative approach, practical examples and MATLAB
applications given in the book help in bringing the theory to life.
A Project-Based Approach to Translation Technology provides students of
translation and trainee translators with a real-time translation experience, with its
translation platforms, management systems, and teamwork. This book is divided
into seven chapters reflecting the building blocks of a project-based approach to
translation technology. The first chapter identifies the core elements of translation
environment tools and collaborative work methods, while Chapters 2 and 4
review the concept of translation memory and terminology databases and their
purposes. Chapter 3 covers machine translation embedded in the technology,
and the other chapters discuss human and technological quality assurance,
digital ethics and risk management, and web-based translation management
systems. Each chapter follows a common format and ends with project-based
assignments. These assignments draw and build on real-time contexts, covering
the consecutive steps in the workflow of large and multilingual translation
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projects. Reviewing the many translation technology tools available to assist the
translator and other language service providers, this is an indispensable book for
advanced students and instructors of translation studies, professional translators,
and technology tool providers.
You are about to embark on a journey. In some respects it will be similar to ones
taken by other pioneers and innovators in the past. Your journey may begin with
excitement and trepidation. As you continue and persevere you will discover new
things and most importantly will feel a sense of accomplishment and selfimprovement. There will be times along the journey when you believe that you
cannot possibly go any further. You will push yourself and lo and behold you will
realize that you have discovered and learned so much more then you imagined.
You will be changed forever! Change is taking place everywhere and will proceed
whether we are for or against it. Just as the acoustic telegraph (telephone)
replaced the electric telegraph, the incandescent lamp replaced gas lighting,
wireless methods superseded wired technologies; the turbines eventual
replacement of the horse, the aircraft the train, the email the mailed letter to
name just a few changes in our recent history. In all cases these changes were
not overnight phenomena but ones that took time. Slowly the practitioners
changed, the users switched and the infrastructure transitioned and then the
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process repeated itself. This is civilization advancing; beginning with a
technological innovation, then a 'marketing' of the technology to define its
benefits and most importantly the subsequent preparation of society for its
eventual deployment. The only certainty is uncertainty. Our position on the merits
of the change must be based on our knowledge and not hearsay. As you embark
on this journey of enlightenment you may encounter resistance from others. As
with all innovation and transitional periods? naysayers, especially and perhaps
surprisingly from within the field, will state why the new approach is inadequate,
insufficient, incapable, not going to work and so forth. In business this denial to
consider the need for possible change is called 'Core Rigidity'. Why the term
'Core Rigidity'? Rigidity - because individuals refuse to consider any change or
revision and want the status quo to remain. Core - because most of these
individuals are experts in the field and have years of experience in the existing
environment, their specific knowledge is based on the current processes and
most importantly if the change does comes to pass their skill sets will be negated
hence the term core rigidity. Some say it is human nature to discount new
methodology, new theories, new approaches, new ideas; to paraphrase a
common quote ?If it?s not broken don?t fix it?. I say where would we be today if
all of our ancestors had thought that way? Despite the reluctance of incumbents
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change is continuous. With respect to virtual communications we are
approaching the societal stage; which is why I have written this book. Virtual
communications will eventually replace the current mode of distance contact.
Communicating and meetings will be forever changed. It is my intention to
provide the information and knowledge to empower you to successfully join this
new and exciting way of communicating. I will show you how to employ and
understand tools used in communicating virtually, such as Adobe Presenter,
Adobe Captivate and Adobe Connect. In this book I have introduced a number of
new concepts that are useful in the preparation and implementation of the virtual
environments and digital content. Let's begin our journey to change.
Develops the Pervasive System for Educational Enhancement (PSSEE VOICE)
system as an add-on, using the Ubiquitous Mobile System for Educational
Enhancement (UMSEE) project as a base, to capture messages from Twitter.
Investigates use of a MATLAB-based voice conversion system as a method for
capturing voice files to be used for the source and target speakers. Addresses
voice conversion with the source being a synthesized voice that is produced from
some text-to-speech application. Approaches ways to convert the vocal
characteristics of a synthesized voice, produced from a text-to-speech system, to
a target voice by using social networks to acquire the source and target speaker
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for training and conversion.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Active Media Technology, AMT 2010, held in Toronto, Canada, in
August 2010. The 52 revised full papers and 2 invited talks were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion of the book. They are grouped in topcial
sections on active computer systems and intelligent interfaces; adaptive Web
sysetms and information foraging agents; AMT for semantic Web and Web 2.0;
data mining, ontology mining and Web reasoning; e-commerce and Web
services; entertainment and social applications of active media; evaluation of
active media and AMT based systems; intelligent information retrieval; machine
learning and human-centered robotics; multi-agent systems; multi-modal
processing, detection, recognition, and expression analysis; semantic computing
for active media and AMT-based systems; smart digital media; Web-based social
networks; and Web mining, wisdom Web and Web intelligence.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International
Conference on Text, Speech and Dialogue, TSD 2006, held in Brno, Czech
Republic, in September 2006. The 87 revised full papers presented together with
2 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 175 submissions. The
papers present a wealth of state-of-the-art research results in the field of natural
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language processing with an emphasis on text, speech, and spoken dialogue
ranging from theoretical and methodological issues to applications in various
fields and with special focus on corpora, texts and transcription, speech analysis,
recognition and synthesis, as well as their intertwining within NL dialogue
systems.
In recent years, the paradigm of video coding has shifted from that of a framebased approach to a content-based approach, particularly with the finalization of
the ISO multimedia coding standard, MPEG-4. MPEG-4 is the emerging standard
for the coding of multimedia content. It defines a syntax for a set of contentbased functionalities, namely, content-based interactivity, compression and
universal access. However, it does not specify how the video content is to be
generated. To generate the video content, video has to be segmented into video
objects and tracked as they transverse across the video frames. This book
addresses the difficult problem of video segmentation, and the extraction and
tracking of video object planes as defined in MPEG-4. It then focuses on the
specific issue of face segmentation and coding as applied to videoconferencing
in order to improve the quality of videoconferencing images especially in the
facial region. Modal-based coding is a content-based coding technique used to
code synthetic objects that have become an important part of video content. It
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results in extremely low bit rates because only the parameters needed to
represent the modal are transmitted. Model-based coding is included to provide
background information for the synthetic object coding in MPEG-4. Lastly,
MPEG-4, the first coding standard for multimedia content is described in detail.
The topics covered include the coding of audio objects, the coding of natural and
synthetic video objects, and error resilience. Advanced Video Coding is one of
the first books on content-based coding and MPEG-4 coding standard. It serves
as an excellent information source and reference for both researchers and
practicing engineers.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference
on Information Systems for Indian Languages, ICISIL 2011, held in Patiala, India,
in March 2011. The 63 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 126 paper submissions (full papers as well as poster papers) and
25 demo submissions. The papers address all current aspects on localization, egovernance, Web content accessibility, search engine and information retrieval
systems, online and offline OCR, handwriting recognition, machine translation
and transliteration, and text-to-speech and speech recognition - all with a
particular focus on Indic scripts and languages.
Historical Information Science is an extensive review and bibliographic essay,
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backed by almost 6,000 citations, detailing developments in information
technology since the advent of personal computers and the convergence of
several social science and humanities disciplines in historical computing. Its
focus is on the access, preservation, and analysis of historical information
(primarily in electronic form) and the relationships between new methodology and
instructional media, techniques, and research trends in library special collections,
digital libraries, data archives, and museums.
Journal of Rehabilitation Research & DevelopmentLinguistica UralicaTensorFlow
Machine Learning ProjectsBuild 13 real-world projects with advanced numerical
computations using the Python ecosystemPackt Publishing Ltd
Implement TensorFlow's offerings such as TensorBoard, TensorFlow.js,
TensorFlow Probability, and TensorFlow Lite to build smart automation projects
Key Features Use machine learning and deep learning principles to build realworld projects Get to grips with TensorFlow's impressive range of module
offerings Implement projects on GANs, reinforcement learning, and capsule
network Book Description TensorFlow has transformed the way machine learning
is perceived. TensorFlow Machine Learning Projects teaches you how to exploit
the benefits—simplicity, efficiency, and flexibility—of using TensorFlow in various
real-world projects. With the help of this book, you’ll not only learn how to build
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advanced projects using different datasets but also be able to tackle common
challenges using a range of libraries from the TensorFlow ecosystem. To start
with, you’ll get to grips with using TensorFlow for machine learning projects;
you’ll explore a wide range of projects using TensorForest and TensorBoard for
detecting exoplanets, TensorFlow.js for sentiment analysis, and TensorFlow Lite
for digit classification. As you make your way through the book, you’ll build
projects in various real-world domains, incorporating natural language processing
(NLP), the Gaussian process, autoencoders, recommender systems, and
Bayesian neural networks, along with trending areas such as Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs), capsule networks, and reinforcement learning.
You’ll learn how to use the TensorFlow on Spark API and GPU-accelerated
computing with TensorFlow to detect objects, followed by how to train and
develop a recurrent neural network (RNN) model to generate book scripts. By the
end of this book, you’ll have gained the required expertise to build full-fledged
machine learning projects at work. What you will learn Understand the
TensorFlow ecosystem using various datasets and techniques Create
recommendation systems for quality product recommendations Build projects
using CNNs, NLP, and Bayesian neural networks Play Pac-Man using deep
reinforcement learning Deploy scalable TensorFlow-based machine learning
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systems Generate your own book script using RNNs Who this book is for
TensorFlow Machine Learning Projects is for you if you are a data analyst, data
scientist, machine learning professional, or deep learning enthusiast with basic
knowledge of TensorFlow. This book is also for you if you want to build end-toend projects in the machine learning domain using supervised, unsupervised,
and reinforcement learning techniques
Annotation With the iOS 8.1 software and the new iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, Apple
has taken its flagship products into new realms of power and beauty. The modern
iPhone comes with everythingcamera, music player, Internet, flashlightexcept a
printed manual. Fortunately, David Pogue is back with this expanded edition of
his witty, full-color guide: the worlds most popular iPhone book. The iPhone 6
and 6 Plus. This book unearths all the secrets of the newest iPhones. Bigger
screens, faster chips, astonishing cameras, WiFi calling, Apple Pay, crazy thin.
The iOS 8.1 software. Older iPhone models gain predictive typing, iCloud Drive,
Family Sharing, "Hey Siri," the Health app, and about 195 more new features. Its
all here, in these pages. The apps. That catalog of 1.3 million add-on programs
makes the iPhones phone features almost secondary. Now youll know how to
find, exploit, and troubleshoot those apps. The iPhone may be the worlds coolest
computer, but its still a computer, with all of a computers complexities. iPhone:
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The Missing Manual is a funny, gorgeously illustrated guide to the tips, shortcuts,
and workarounds that will turn you, too, into an iPhone master.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly becoming the most popular topic in business
and science. This book introduces AI concepts and their use cases with a handson and application-focused approach. We will cover a range of projects covering
tasks such as automated reasoning, facial recognition, digital assistants, auto
text generation, and more.
Back in 1994 at the game company ‘CORE Design’ in Derby, Lara Croft was
born. Through eighteen months of pure hard work from the team, Tomb Raider
was released in 1996 and became the success that we see today; taking part in
the mid-nineties celebrations of Brit-Pop and Girl Power. This is the story of the
team who were involved in creating the first two games, then leaving the series to
a new team in 1998. Lara Croft brought class, comedy, and a James Bondian
role to the game, dreamt up by Toby Gard and helped to become a pitch with
Paul Douglas. The game was a gamble, but because everyone at the company
believed in it, it led to huge success for everyone, except for Toby and Paul. ‘The
Making of Tomb Raider’ goes into detail of how Lara and the games were born,
alongside why Toby Gard and Paul Douglas left before the sequel was released.
Throughout eleven chapters of countless interviews, this book will tell you who
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was responsible for creating the first two games; from its levels, its music, the
many voices of Lara Croft, and much more. The team also reveals all about the
star of the second game; Winston the Butler, and how he came to be by Joss
Charmet. Over twenty people were interviewed for this story; from the pitch for
what would be Tomb Raider, alongside the challenges along the way, up until the
release of Tomb Raider 2 in 1997
Intelligent Speech Signal Processing investigates the utilization of speech analytics
across several systems and real-world activities, including sharing data analytics,
creating collaboration networks between several participants, and implementing videoconferencing in different application areas. Chapters focus on the latest applications of
speech data analysis and management tools across different recording systems. The
book emphasizes the multidisciplinary nature of the field, presenting different
applications and challenges with extensive studies on the design, development and
management of intelligent systems, neural networks and related machine learning
techniques for speech signal processing. Highlights different data analytics techniques
in speech signal processing, including machine learning and data mining Illustrates
different applications and challenges across the design, implementation and
management of intelligent systems and neural networks techniques for speech signal
processing Includes coverage of biomodal speech recognition, voice activity detection,
spoken language and speech disorder identification, automatic speech to speech
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summarization, and convolutional neural networks
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th Iberoamerican Congress on
Pattern Recognition, CIARP 2007, held in Valparaiso, Chile, November 13-16, 2007.
The 97 revised full papers presented together with four keynote articles were carefully
reviewed and selected from 200 submissions. The papers cover ongoing research and
mathematical methods for pattern recognition, image analysis, and applications in
areas such as computer vision, robotics, industry and health.
By providing students with the opportunities to receive a high quality education
regardless of their social or cultural background, inclusive education is a new area that
goes beyond traditional integration approaches. These approaches hope to provide the
educative system with the ability to adapt to the diversity of its students. Technologies
for Inclusive Education: Beyond Traditional Integration Approaches introduces the basic
concepts, current research guidelines and future perspectives on the current state of
these approaches. This book aims to make inclusive education a reality in the future by
highlighting technological advances in applied e-learning, cognitive learning and
education multimedia. Novel approaches to human-computer interaction are essential
to make these contents available for every student regardless of their disabilities and
learning styles.
Mobile technologies are reshaping and reframing the practice of teaching and learning
in higher education. This volume critically examines new research on how mobile
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technologies and m-learning technologies like Skype are being used in higher
education to increase learner engagement in an era of increasing globalization and
mobility.
French is used on every continent, spoken not only in France but also in Belgium,
Switzerland, North America, the Caribbean, Polynesia and Africa. This is a
comprehensive and accessible guide to the structure of French, suitable for those with
little prior knowledge of linguistics or of the French Language. It clearly introduces the
language's history, phonetics (pronunciation), phonology (sound system), morphosyntax (how words and sentences are formed), pragmatics (how speakers express
meaning), and lexicology (the study of word composition and derivation) - with each
chapter showing how these aspects are subject to regional and social variation. English
translations are provided for all examples, and the book contains an extensive bilingual
glossary of linguistic terms, and numerous exercises and essay questions in every
chapter. French: A Linguistic Introduction will be welcomed by advanced language
learners, and by linguists studying the structure of this important language.
This book provides the readers with retrospective and prospective views with detailed
explanations of component technologies, speech recognition, language translation and
speech synthesis. Speech-to-speech translation system (S2S) enables to break
language barriers, i.e., communicate each other between any pair of person on the
glove, which is one of extreme dreams of humankind. People, society, and economy
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connected by S2S will demonstrate explosive growth without exception. In 1986, Japan
initiated basic research of S2S, then the idea spread world-wide and were explored
deeply by researchers during three decades. Now, we see S2S application on
smartphone/tablet around the world. Computational resources such as processors,
memories, wireless communication accelerate this computation-intensive systems and
accumulation of digital data of speech and language encourage recent approaches
based on machine learning. Through field experiments after long research in
laboratories, S2S systems are being well-developed and now ready to utilized in daily
life. Unique chapter of this book is end-2-end evaluation by comparing system’s
performance and human competence. The effectiveness of the system would be
understood by the score of this evaluation. The book will end with one of the next focus
of S2S will be technology of simultaneous interpretation for lecture, broadcast news and
so on.
These proceedings gather contributions presented at the 3rd International Conference
of Mechatronics and Cyber-MixMechatronics/ICOMECYME, organized by the National
Institute of R&D in Mechatronics and Measurement Technique in Bucharest, Romania,
on September 5th–6th, 2019. Reflecting the expansion mechatronics, it discusses
topics in the newer trans-disciplinary fields, such as adaptronics, integronics, and cybermixmechatronics. With a rich scientific tradition and attracting specialists from around
the globe – including North America, South America, and Asia – ICOMECYME focuses
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on presenting the latest research. It is mainly directed at academics and advanced
students, but also appeals to R&D experts, offering a platform for scientific exchange.
These proceedings are a valuable resource for entrepreneurs who want to invest in
research and who are open for collaborations.

This book outlines the development of service leadership curricula, programs and
materials designed for university students in Hong Kong. In addition, it includes
evaluation studies and specific service leadership programs, making it a
pioneering book that integrates service leadership and student wellbeing for
Chinese university students. In view of the transformation of industries resulting
in shifts from manufacturing economies to service economies, the book takes a
holistic approach to leadership development, focusing on three basic
components of effective service leadership that are closely related to student
wellbeing: leadership competencies such as emotional intelligence and
resilience, moral character, and a caring disposition. This approach represents a
move away from literature that emphasizes the elite leadership model, assuming
that leadership is the privilege of a talented few. By extension, it argues that the
promotion of service leadership qualities is a good strategy for promoting student
wellness. The individual chapters are extended versions of papers presented at
the “International Conference on Service Leadership Education for University
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Students: Experience in Hong Kong,” which was held in May 2014. The book
offers a valuable contribution to Chinese and global academic literature on
service leadership and will benefit researchers and educators alike.
For a machine to convert text into sounds that humans can understand as
speech requires an enormous range of components, from abstract analysis of
discourse structure to synthesis and modulation of the acoustic output. Work in
the field is thus inherently interdisciplinary, involving linguistics, computer
science, acoustics, and psychology. This collection of articles by leading
researchers in each of the fields involved in text-to-speech synthesis provides a
picture of recent work in laboratories throughout the world and of the problems
and challenges that remain. By providing samples of synthesized speech as well
as video demonstrations for several of the synthesizers discussed, the book will
also allow the reader to judge what all the work adds up to -- that is, how good is
the synthetic speech we can now produce? Topics covered include: Signal
processing and source modeling Linguistic analysis Articulatory synthesis and
visual speech Concatenative synthesis and automated segmentation Prosodic
analysis of natural speech Synthesis of prosody Evaluation and perception
Systems and applications.
This is the first book to treat two areas of speech synthesis: natural language
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processing and the inherent problems it presents for speech synthesis; and
digital signal processing, with an emphasis on the concatenative approach. The
text guides the reader through the material in a step-by-step easy-to-follow way.
The book will be of interest to researchers and students in phonetics and speech
communication, in both academia and industry.
The book is a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers presented
in International Conference on Soft Computing Systems (ICSCS 2015) held at
Noorul Islam Centre for Higher Education, Chennai, India. These research
papers provide the latest developments in the emerging areas of Soft Computing
in Engineering and Technology. The book is organized in two volumes and
discusses a wide variety of industrial, engineering and scientific applications of
the emerging techniques. It presents invited papers from the inventors/originators
of new applications and advanced technologies.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Intelligent Technologies and Applications, INTAP 2019, held in
Bahawalpur, Pakistan, in November 2019. The 60 revised full papers and 6
revised short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 224
submissions. Additionally, the volume presents 1 invited paper. The papers of
this volume are organized in topical sections on AI and health; sentiment
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analysis; intelligent applications; social media analytics; business
intelligence;Natural Language Processing; information extraction; machine
learning; smart systems; semantic web; decision support systems; image
analysis; automated software engineering.
Individuals with disabilities often have difficulty accomplishing tasks, living
independently, and utilizing information technologies; simple aspects of daily life
taken for granted by non-disabled individuals. Assistive Technologies: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications presents a comprehensive collection of
research, developments, and knowledge on technologies that enable disabled
individuals to function effectively and accomplish otherwise impossible tasks.
These volumes serve as a crucial reference source for experts in fields as
diverse as healthcare, information science, education, engineering, and humancomputer interaction, with applications bridging multiple disciplines.
This book constitutes the strictly refereed post-workshop documentation of the
ECAI'96 Workshop on Dialogue Processing in Spoken Language Systems, held
in Budapest, Hungary, in August 1996, during ECAI'96. The volume presents 16
revised full papers including a detailed introduction and survey paper by the
volume editors. The papers are organized in sections on foundations of spoken
language dialogue systems, dialogue systems and prosodic aspects of spoken
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dialogue processing, spoken dialogue systems-design and implementation, and
evaluation of systems. The book reports on work being pursued both in academia
and in industry as a crucial issue in speech processing.
Offers Projects Such as a Computer Controlled Weather Station & a Text-to-Speech
Synthesizer. Includes Schematics & Building Tips
This book focuses on soft computing and how it can be applied to solve real-world problems
arising in various domains, ranging from medicine and healthcare, to supply chain
management, image processing and cryptanalysis. It gathers high-quality papers presented at
the International Conference on Soft Computing: Theories and Applications (SoCTA 2019),
organized by the National Institute of Technology Patna, India. Offering valuable insights into
soft computing for teachers and researchers alike, the book will inspire further research in this
dynamic field.
This preface tells the story of how Multimodal Usability responds to a special challenge.
Chapter 1 describes the goals and structure of this book. The idea of describing how to make
multimodal computer systems usable arose in the European Network of Excellence SIMILAR –
“Taskforce for cre- ing human-machine interfaces SIMILAR to human-human communication”,
2003– 2007, www. similar. cc. SIMILAR brought together people from multimodal signal
processing and usability with the aim of creating enabling technologies for new kinds of
multimodal systems and demonstrating results in research prototypes. Most of our colleagues
in the network were, in fact, busy extracting features and guring out how to demonstrate
progress in working interactive systems, while claiming not to have too much of a notion of
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usability in system development and evaluation. It was proposed that the authors support the
usability of the many multimodal pro- types underway by researching and presenting a
methodology for building usable multimodal systems. We accepted the challenge, rst and
foremost, no doubt, because the formidable team spirit in SIMILAR could make people accept
outrageous things. Second, h- ing worked for nearly two decades on making multimodal
systems usable, we were curious – curious at the opportunity to try to understand what
happens to traditional usability work, that is, work in human–computer interaction centred
around tra- tional graphical user interfaces (GUIs), when systems become as multimodal and
as advanced in other ways as those we build in research today.
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